
 
 
 

Group: Year 6  
W/C:29nd June 2020  

       English/Reading               Mathematics           Creative Subjects             Physical 

(links for our own learning spaces) 
https://ukhosted31.renlearn.co.uk/2232245/ 

https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/login?c=0 
Year ⅚ Statutory Spellings - 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-e-2599-statutor
y-spellings-year-5-and-6-word-mat 

 
https://www.pobble365.com/  

https://ttrockstars.com/ 
 (TT Rockstars and Numbots) 
https://login.mathletics.com/ 

https://charanga.com/site/log-in/, 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/watch-this-do-this-w
eekly-activities/zjy3382 

 
https://developingexperts.com/ 

 
https://www.outoftheark.co.uk/ootam-at-home/?utm_medium
=email&utm_campaign=OOTA%20%20HOME%20Week%2
09%20AB&utm_content=OOTA%20%20HOME%20Week%
209%20AB+Version+A+CID_9eea8826f14640081df1f85284
ab3a09&utm_source=Email%20newsletter&utm_term=EXPL
ORE%20OUR%20NEW%20LOOK%20%20HOME%20PAG

E  
 

https://www.singup.org/singupathome  
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/ten-pieces-at-home/
zjy3382  

5 a day 
 
 User Name : BRLSM8 
 Password : LIQQbTiy 

  
Please visit 
https://player.5-a-day.tv/ to login .  
 
 
 
Joe Wicks Youtube Videos - PE with Joe 
live at 9am every morning! 
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_qu

ery=joe+wicks+children 
 
 

 
 
 
Cosmic Kids Yoga 
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_qu
ery=cosmic+kids+yoga 
 

 
 

 
 
 

47things to do 

 
https://bedfordroad.school/47-experiences/ 

 
 

English Task 1 
 
Imagine that you are the Headteacher of a school. A 
parent has made a complaint to you (this can be 
about anything) and you need to write a letter back 
to them addressing their complaint and explaining 
what you will do about it. 
 
Think about the formality required for this type of 
letter and the language you will use.  
 
Remember to set your letter out formally too. 

Maths Task 1 
 
 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/to-generate-and-describ
e-linear-number-sequences/activitie
s/1 

 
 

***If you would like to have a go 
at any of the other lessons on 

this website, feel free - it’s 
fantastic!*** 

Physical Education 
 

***30 second challenges!***  
How many of these can you do in 30 seconds. Send 
Mrs Hubbard-Jones and Miss Parker your amounts for 
each. 
 
Can you repeat these day on day and see if you can 
beat your score? 
 

- Squats  
- Speed bounces (use a rolled up towel) 
- Hops on the spot 
- Step ups (on the  
- stairs!) 
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English Task 2 
 
Watch https://www.literacyshed.com/ruin.html 
 
Create an internal monologue for the character. 
Write what the character is thinking as he moves 
through the landscape.  
 
He may be recalling the events as if they happened 
in the past. 
 
Example 
It was a day like any other.  I spent it looking for 
clues in one of the thousands of Nanotech buildings 
around Nanosaki.  I pushed the container to the 
edge of the 87th floor and watched it fall down.  The 
noise it made thundered around the empty buildings 
but there was no one there to hear and it was the 
only way I was going to get it open.  
 
I switched on the machine and there I was, my own 
face staring back at me.  It was coming back to me. I 
need to get to research facility B.  
 
What is that noise?  I better leave now.  
 
Oh No!   A gyrocopter. I'll head for the tunnels.... 

Maths Task 2 
 
Oak National Academy 
 
https://classroom.thenational.acade
my/lessons/to-use-read-and-write-st
andard-units-of-length-mass-and-vo
lume 
 
***If you would like to have a go 
at any of the other lessons on 

this website, feel free - it’s 
fantastic!*** 

PSHE 
 

***Transition***  
 
 
Have a look on the website and social media platforms of the 
Secondary school you are going to. 
 
Can you create a leaflet with lots of information? e.g: 
 
Uniform 
Staff 
Timetable 
Vision and Aims 

English Task 3  
 
Explore this website: 
https://childrens.poetryarchive.org/ 
 
Have a look and a listen to some of the different 
poems/poets.  
 
Choose one that you particularly like and write a 
review of it explaining what made it grab your 
attention. You could also review the poet’s 
performance and reading style. 
 
Can you learn one of the poems off by heart and 

Maths Task 3 
 
Oak National Academy 
 

 
https://classroom.thenational.academ
y/lessons/to-convert-between-standar

d-units-of-length 
 

 
***If you would like to have a go 
at any of the other lessons on 

this website, feelfree - it’s 
fantastic!*** 

Music 
https://www.outoftheark.co.uk/ootam-at-home/?utm_medium
=email&utm_campaign=OOTA%20%20HOME%20Week%2
09%20AB&utm_content=OOTA%20%20HOME%20Week%
209%20AB+Version+A+CID_9eea8826f14640081df1f85284
ab3a09&utm_source=Email%20newsletter&utm_term=EXPL
ORE%20OUR%20NEW%20LOOK%20%20HOME%20PAG

E  
 

Choose one of the songs on the out of the art website. Can 
you perform the song to a family member or video yourself if 
that makes you feel more comfortable? 
 
Can you create some actions to go with the song? Is there a 
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perform it to your friends and family, or make a video 
of yourself performing it? 

 younger person in your house or if not, can you 
facetime/video call a younger family member and teach them 
your made up actions? 
 

 
 


